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Abstract

In this paper, we devise a Shapley-value-based covert channel in smartphones. More specifically, unlike ordinary use of Shapley value in cooperative game, we make use of a series of Shapley values, which are computed from sensor data collected from smartphones, in order to create a covert channel between encoding smartphone and decoding smartphone. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to contrive covert channel based on Shapley values. We evaluate the encoding process of our proposed covert channel through simulation and present our evaluation results.
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1. Introduction

The gain level of each coalition in cooperative game theory can be computed in the form of Shapley value. Unlike the original usage of Shapley value, however, we utilize Shapley value for building up covert channel in smartphones. More specifically, an encoding smartphone first computes a series of Shapley values from a series of sensor data that it collects, compares the calculated Shapley values to a preset threshold, and associates Shapley values with covert bit 0 or 1 in line with the comparison results. It then encodes a series of cover bits into a series of sensor data corresponding to Shapley values associated with these covert bits and sends these sensor data into a decoding smartphone. After receiving a series of sensor data to which a series of covert bits are encoded, a decoding smartphone obtains a series of covert bits by performing decoding process. We evaluate the encoding process of our devised covert channel through simulation and present our evaluation results.

2. Related Work

Let us look into the relevant work in the research field of covert channel. In [1], random number generator is utilized for covert channel setup. In [2] and [3], covert channels are investigated in air-gapped computers and android operating system, respectively. In [4], covert channel rooted on the Sequential Probability Ratio Test and sensor data is examined in IoT. In [6], covert channel rooted on user-behavior is designed in
smartphones. In [7], optimal strategy is studied in stealthy communication rooted on game theory. In [8], IP timing covert channel is proposed. In [9], covert channel rooted on sensor is developed in android. In [10], sound is utilized for covert channel setup in smartphone. In [11], covert channel without permission is explored in android. However, these relevant work do not consider covert channels based on Shapley values. In order to magnify the extent of covert channel research, we devise covert channels based on Shapley values, which are calculated from smartphone sensor data.

3. Setting up Covert Channel from Shapley Values Computed from Smartphone Sensor Data

For covert channel establishment, we consider two smartphones such that one smartphone plays a role of encoding covert bits to a sequence of sensor data with the aid of Shapley values and transmit that sequence of sensor data to the other smartphone, which plays a role of decoding covert bits from that sequence of sensor data with the help of Shapley values, where covert bits are defined as secret information bits that need to be shared between two smartphones.

Let us denote a series of $3u$ sensor data values acquired from smartphone by $G_1, G_2, ..., G_{3u}$. For encoding process, we first compute a Shapley value with three sensor data in accordance with Definition 19.14 in [5], where a sensor data acts as a player and thus we calculate a Shapley value with three players. The specific procedure for calculating Shapley values is represented as the following pseudo-codes.

```
N = 3;  
t[0] = 0;  
i=0;  
while ( i < 3u ) {  
    S = G_{i+1} + G_{i+2} + G_{i+3};  
    t[1] = G_{i+1} / S;  
    t[2] = G_{i+2} / S;  
    t[3] = G_{i+3} / S;  
    ShapleyValue[i] = ((t[1]-t[0])*2+t[4]-t[2]+t[6]-t[3]+(t[7]-t[5])*2) / (N * (N-1));  
    ShapleyValue[i+1] = ((t[2]-t[0])*2+t[4]-t[1]+t[5]-t[3]+(t[7]-t[6])*2) / (N * (N-1));  
    ShapleyValue[i+2] = ((t[3]-t[0])*2+t[6]-t[1]+t[5]-t[2]+(t[7]-t[4])*2) / (N * (N-1));  
    i=i+3;  
}
```

Figure 1. Pseudo-codes for computing Shapley values.

Each time a Shapley value is computed, we check whether a Shapley value is greater than or equal to a covert bit mapping parameter $\varepsilon$. If so, a Shapley value is associated with a bit 1. If a Shapley value is less than $\varepsilon$, it is associated with a bit 0. Let us denote a series of covert bits to be encoded by $P_1, P_2, ..., P_k$. If $P_1$ matches a bit associated with a ShapleyValue[j], $P_1$ is encoded to a sequence of sensor data values ranging from sensor
data value corresponding to ShapleyValue[0] to sensor data value corresponding to the currently matched ShapleyValue[j]. If $P_v (v\geq 2)$ matches a bit associated with a ShapleyValue[j], $P_v$ is encoded to a sequence of sensor data values ranging from sensor data value corresponding to ShapleyValue[j-m+1] to sensor data value corresponding to the currently matched ShapleyValue[j], where the previously matched Shapley value is ShapleyValue[j-m].

When an encoding smartphone wishes to send a decoding smartphone $w$ sequences of sensor data, $Z_1, Z_2, \ldots, Z_w$, to which $w$ covert bits are encoded, $w+1$ special sequences of information, $Y_0, Y_1, Y_2, \ldots, Y_{w-1}, Y_w$ are used for a decoding smartphone to perform decoding process correctly. More specifically, an encoding smartphone actually sends a decoding smartphone $Y_0, Z_1, Y_1, Z_2, Y_2, \ldots, Z_{w-1}, Y_{w-1}, Z_w, Y_w$. Note that $Y_0$ indicates the start of transmission of $w$ sequences of sensor data and each $Y_x (1\leq x \leq w)$ represents the completion of transmission of each $Z_x$. Note that $w+1$ special sequences of information, $Y_0, Y_1, Y_2, \ldots, Y_{w-1}, Y_w$ are generated in pre-determined random manner and shared between an encoding smartphone and a decoding smartphone. Hence, a decoding smartphone can discern and extract $Z_1, Z_2, \ldots, Z_{w-1}, Z_w$ from $Y_0, Z_1, Y_1, Z_2, Y_2, \ldots, Z_{w-1}, Y_{w-1}, Z_w, Y_w$ sent by an encoding smartphone.

After obtaining $Z_1, Z_2, \ldots, Z_{w-1}, Z_w$, a decoding smartphone computes multiple sequences of Shapley values from $Z_1, Z_2, \ldots, Z_{w-1}, Z_w$. It then acquires $w$ covert bits associated with multiple sequences of Shapley values by comparing each Shapley value to a covert bit mapping parameter $\varepsilon$.

4. Simulation

We write a simulation program in order to evaluate the encoding process of our devised covert channel based on Shapley values. In our simulation, we set the number of sensor data to 1000 and each sensor data value is selected at uniformly at random out of numbers ranging from 0 to 1000. Moreover, we configure the number of covert bits to 8 such that each covert bit is chosen at uniformly at random between 0 and 1. We also make a sequence of games consisting of 3 sensor data and acquire a Shapley value per a sensor data in each game. We set a covert bit mapping parameter $\varepsilon$ ranging from 0.4 to 0.8. If a Shapley value is greater than or equal to $\varepsilon$, it is associated with a bit 1. Otherwise, it is associated with a bit 0. Finally, we employ the metrics defined in Table 1 for our evaluation. We repeat our simulation 100 times and present an average result of 100 runs. Note that our simulation is terminated when all of 8 covert bits are encoded in our simulation.

### Table 1. Simulation metrics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simulation metrics</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of sensor data used for encoding a bit</td>
<td>An average number of sensor data used for encoding a bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensor data value used for encoding bits in 1 (resp. 0)</td>
<td>An average value of sensor data used for encoding bits in 1 (resp. 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shapley value used for encoding bits in 1 (resp. 0)</td>
<td>An average value of Shapley values used for encoding bits in 1 (resp. 0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We show our simulation results in Figures 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. We notice that an average number of sensor data used for encoding a bit tends to increase as a covert bit mapping parameter $\varepsilon$ rises from Figure 1. This indicates that the higher $\varepsilon$ leads to the larger number of sensor data used for encoding a bit on an average. On the other
hand, from Figures 2, 3, 4, 5, we perceive that a growth in $\epsilon$ leads to a decrease in average values of sensor data used for encoding bits in 1 and 0 and a reduction in average values of Shapley values used for encoding bits in 1 and 0. This means that the higher covert bit mapping parameter contributes to the smaller values of sensor data and Shapley values used for encoding bits on an average.
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**Figure 2.** The effect of $\epsilon$ on an average number of sensor data used for encoding a bit.
Figure 3. The effect of $\epsilon$ on an average value of sensor data used for encoding bits in 0.

Figure 4. The effect of $\epsilon$ on an average value of sensor data used for encoding bits in 1.
Figure 5. The effect of $\varepsilon$ on an average value of Shapley values used for encoding bits in 0.

Figure 6. The effect of $\varepsilon$ on an average value of Shapley values used for encoding bits in 1.
5. Conclusion

In this paper, we devise a covert channel rooted on Shapley values, which are calculated from sensor data collected from smartphone. We also evaluate the encoding process of our designed covert channel through simulation and present our evaluation results.
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